Physics Revision
Isaac Physics
This is a website that we commonly use for setting homework as we can
track the progress of every student and it provides instant feedback on
answers. There is nothing stopping students from using it in their own
time.
When you sign in click on

Next, click

‘A Level’.

‘Physics Skills Mastery’

You will have the option of
choosing two books. Usually
we use ‘2nd Edition’, but either
will do.

From here there will be options to pick a range of topics covered in the course.
It is vitally important that students contact either Mrs Hope or Mr Weedy with any questions they are stuck on,
referencing the questions topic and number they are attempting. We can then reply back to them via email or
go through it in person with them in the next lesson.
AQA A Level Physics Past Papers
There is absolutely nothing better for revising A Level Physics than practising questions from past papers, and
many of them can be found from AQA’s official website. Either use the link

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/as-and-a-level/physics-7407-7408/assessment-resources or type ‘aqa
physics a level past papers’ into Google and click on the first link.

https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
This is an online learning site which uses proven algorithms to help students remember topics better. If they get
a question wrong, it will present the content again but in a different format. It is completely free and the
students have already been provided with revision activities using this resource as part of their independent
learning. They can set their own work too so that they can focus on the areas that they know that they need to
work on.

Kerboodle
Kerboodle is not simply just an online textbook. There are many
worksheets, interactive questions and other resources that can
provide instant feedback on a student’s progress.
To log in:
Username: school email address
Password: First section of email address (unless already changed)
Institution code: awp5
The ‘Last Gasp’ Google Folder
In previous years A Level Physics students have had access to a folder within Google Drive where a bank of
past-paper questions, broken into topics, could be found with corresponding mark schemes. This has proven to
be an excellent resource in the past, as practising past-paper questions has always proven to be the greatest
means of progressing within the course.

Finally, the most important one of all…
Email, or speak to the teacher directly
The students who do the best are always those who are in touch with their teachers regularly,
asking for guidance with questions they have attempted from home or perhaps with areas of a
lesson they did not understand. There are too many students who never contact their teachers
even when they are falling behind. Both Mrs Hope and Mr Weedy are always more than happy to
help any Y13 student who requires it, and will almost always drop everything else to ensure they
get what they need. Y13 are our top priority!

